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The Windows Hardware Acceleration API is currently accessible from.Net Core in a preview
release. To get a feature that was previewed months ago, but not officially available, is

impressive, but I suspect that doing so opens up additional questions about the choice of API.
Quanta H264 Driver Windows 10, The Windows Hardware Acceleration API was added to DirectX
11 with Windows Vista in 2008, and replaced Framebuffer Objects (FBOs) as a way of rendering
to a GPU. FBOs are still very powerful but use static resources and are less flexible than Quanta
H264 Driver Windows 10 the new API; H.264 does make use of multiple command buffers, which
gives it some additional features, so it could be argued that the new API is merely an evolution
rather than a replacement. (On the other hand, the GPU scheduler was heavily based on FBOs,
so perhaps the two are complementary.) Several parts of the DirectX 10 API - notably the Pixel
Shader concept and command buffers - are often overlooked, but they make H.264 possible. As
an AMD fan, the fact that GPUs did not have hardware-accelerated scheduling until now made
me a bit suspicious about the decision, so I downloaded the latest drivers and checked to see if

they supported hardware acceleration. They did, right away. That meant that I could use the new
API without any testing, which certainly helped. There is no reason not to use the newer API, but
it is possible that using the Windows Hardware Acceleration API is not worth the extra complexity
and work to develop with. It will require an additional.NET Core preview release and more work

for developers.
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nvidia has released a new
driver (version 396.12) for

the linux operating
system. this driver is

compatible with the linux
3.4 kernel release, and is
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said to work with the
nvidia k1 and k2 graphics

processing units. the
latest version also offers
support for the 4.0 linux

kernel. users can
download and install the

new driver from the nvidia
website. were not going
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to talk about the 10900k
because it isnt affected by
hardware-accelerated gpu

scheduling, but we do
have another amd card
that is affected. it uses

the rx vega 56, and is the
second-latest game-

capable amd card. it is
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not yet supported by
amds latest driver, but it

is supported by their
driver of the last few

months, and our testing
shows it working as

intended. we tested on
windows 10 1903, and

were not aware that this
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was a known issue before
we wrote this article. we
werent able to replicate

the issue using that exact
hardware, but we did find
something interesting in
the v-ray settings dialog,

where you can set the
video quality to ultra. at
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ultra, the gpu scheduler
now seems to use

software-based frame
buffering, instead of

hardware-based frame
buffering. this can be

confirmed by the visible
difference in latency. on

the older card, the latency
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is minimal when using
standard settings, but

when using ultra, you can
see noticeable lag when
the screen gets to 75%

when the cursor is
offscreen. there is no
visible performance

difference on the amd
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card though, so were not
concerned about this

being a real bug. amd has
just posted a patch for

drivers, and it appears to
be a fix. i posted the

driver patch notes as text,
and well have a

screenshot of what it
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does, but it says it is a
beta driver, so that

shouldnt be an issue. it
should be released on or

before april 23, 2020.
theres no information on
what changes the patch
makes, but its likely that
its related to software-
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based frame buffering
instead of hardware-

accelerated gpu
scheduling, because the

patch is gone by the time
we reach ultra settings.
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